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Editors Resign Over Dispute
The matter was referred to
the board. The problems were
put forth to editor-in-chief,
Clifton Bertram.

BY Susie Lazaruk

HELLO
AGAIN
Sweepstakes
Last chance! You could win our third 1983 Ford Mustang!
Dave Pierce of the British Columbia
Institute of rIechnology, Burnaby, B.C.
and Beverley Luetchford of Carleton
University, Ottawa, Ontario, our first
and second winners now know the
pleasure of winning North America's
favourite sporty car. On this third
draw, February 15,1983, it could be
you. Imagine phoning the folks back
home to say, "Hello again Guess what!
I've won a Ford Ml istang!"
Enter today. And
good luck.

Contest Rules
1. 'lb enter and qualify, correctly answer the quiz printed on
the official entry form and mall to: The Long Distance
"Hello Again" Sweepstakes, Box 1405 Station "A", Toronto,
Ontario M5W 2E8. Contest will commence September 1.
1982. Mail each entry in a separate envelope bearing
sufficient postage.
2. There will be a total of three prizes awarded. Each prize
will consist of a 1983 Ford Mustang "GL" 2-door
automobile (approximate retail value $9,122.00 each).
Prizes must be accepted as awarded, no substitutions.
3. Selections will be made from among all entries received by
the independent contest judging organization on October
21 and December 15, 1982 and February 15.1983. Entries
not selected in the October 21 or December 15, 1982 draws
will automatically be entered for the final draw, February
15,1983. One car will be awarded in each draw.
4. Selected entrants must first correctly answer a timelimited, arithmetical. skill-testing question in
order to win.
5. Sweepstakes is open only to
students who are registered full or
part-time at any accredited Canadian
university, College or post-secondary
Institution. Complete contest rules
available in the Grab-It envelope
at selected campus bookstores or
by sending a self-addressed.
stamped envelope to TransCanada
Telephone System, 410 Laurier Ave. W.,
Room 950, Box 2410, Station "D" Ottawa, Ontario, KIP 6H5.
8. Quebec residents: All taxes eligible under la Loi sur les
loteries, les courses, les concours publicitaires et les
appareils d'amusements have been paid. A complaint
respecting the administration of this contest may be
submitted to the Regie des loteries et courses du Quebec.

The Projector's editor-inchief resigned over a dispute
with the Student Association
regarding missed publication
dates. The news editor resigned in sytnpathy.
At several S.A. meetings,
the issue of missed publication
dates of the college paper was
discussed. The S.A. was losing
advertising revenue for the
paper because of the late
issues. Approximately $6,000
of the S I 6,0(X) budget for the
production of the paper is obtained from advertising.
According the S.A., not one
Of the approximate 10
deadlines were met since
September. Three of these
missed dates were due to production problems, typesetting
or advertising being late on the
part of the S.A.

There are aR many reasons for using Long Distance as there are people. To call a long-lost
relative. To call old high school pals Or even your favourite politician, celebrity or sports
figure. Imagine you can speak to any five people in the world by Long Distance. Who would
you choose? Print their names in the five spaces provided.
Name
1
Address
2
City/Town
Prov.
Postal Code
3
Tel. No. (your own or where you can be reached)
4
University attending
5

Long Distance
TransCanada Telephone System

Bertram said this clause
allowed him as editor to alter
publication dates, provided he
informed the S.A.
At the meeting however, a
motion to place Bertram on
probation for one month and
to fire him if publication dates
were not met in future was
made. The vote was 3-2
for the motion.

Last fall, S.A. instituted the
publications board, consisting
of two S.A. members, two
Projector staff members, and
a neutral chairman, as intermediary.' between the paper
and outside bodies, including
the S.A. One of its duties was
the hiring of editor-in-chief.

A move was passed,
however, to fire Frank Stecky,
sports editor for lack of sports
coverage. No action was taken
by the board.
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receipt of Bertram's resignation.
This occurred at the time
that Bertram and other editors
were out of the college on
work experience. Production

The change was institued at
the Feb. 8 S.A. meeting.
A discu-ssion about possible
S.A. censorship of the paper's
content began and the S.A.

Clifton Bertram, /3/air Cosgrove, Frank Stecky; Resignations and/or terminations.
and Stecky. The minutes of
the meeting state, "if the
publications board fails to
pass the above motion, then
Student Association funds to
the paper will cease." This
motion was carried
unanimously.
This decision by S.A. overruled the motion to place Bertram on probation. No further
action was taken by the board
and the funding for the paper
was cut off. S.A. stated funds
would be reinstated upon

of the paper was in limbo for
the two weeks.
At the Jan. 25 S.A. meeting,
Faryon moved to eliminate the
publications board because it
was not an effective body,

acknowledged that it should
not have the power to censor
the college paper. An agreement to discuss the issue in

"giving the S.A. total control
over the Projector" according
to that meeting's minutes. The

future with remaining Projector staff was made. Job
descriptions for editorial positions would also be drawn up.

motion was passed with all in
favour. Because it involved
changing an S.A. bylaw, it
could not our for two weeks.

The S.A. is nw accepting applications for editor-in-chief.
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The Long Distance "Hello Again" People Quiz.

The publications board
recommended that a letter be
drawn up for Don Hillman,
S.A. business manager, to
provide for "a better system in
regard to the transfer of advertising copy to the Projector,"
in an attempt to solve the problem, according the minutes
of that meeting, The minutes
also stated, ''if the paper is going to be late for any reason,
that the S.A: employee in
charge of advertising (Melody
Fraser) get in touch with the
advertisers" if the late date affects their ad.

At the Jan. 18 S.A. meeting,
Donna Faryon, S.A. executive
who also sits on the publications board, stated her intention to make a motion at the
next publications board
meeting to dismiss Bertram
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Projector office wall: "not one of the appro.vimate 10
deadlines was met."

Red River Community College

Day Care Centres to
Undergo Changes?
by Heather Reimer
"Each child is an unique individual with rights for love,
respect, and quality care."
That thought, taken from
RRCC''s D a v Care
Philosophy, is also the impetus behind the Manitoba
government's public discussions on improving day care
standards.
Premier Howard Pawley's
recent warnings of restrained
day care funding have sparked
concerns over the future of the
proposals. Red River's Day
Care Director, Pat Hogue, sits
on a discussion paper study
group of Manitoba Child Care
Association members. She
said, "One hot issue is that all
these standards mean an expensive program and that
means more (government)
funding."
But Myrna Phillips, community services legislative

assistant who is holding the
public sessions, says riot to
worry.
"Some (programs) will cost
money, sonic won't. The day
care study was a major (NDP)
campaign commitment and
day care is still a priority. No
one's told me to stop the
meetings."
Phillips makes light of the
weighty implications of financing the new standards. "Most
of the concerns (to date) are
about staff training. I think
it's most important, but training is an ongoing thing. We
can work at it gradually so I
don't need billions tomorrow.
"I'm not discouraged about
this (money) issue. We've
always managed."
The discussions were launched last November when
Community Services Minister
Len Evans released the paper
outlining proposed new licens-

Mg standards for Manitoba's
day care facilities.
Since then, his staff has
been meeting with groups of
day care workers, directors
and interested parents who
haVe questions about or wish
to have input into the
guidelines.
If implemented, these
regulations, which Evans has
cautioned may be affected by
the availability of funding,
will cover 14 areas of day care
standards including staff
training, staff-child ratios,
group sizes, safety and nutrition. It also proposes increased integration of handicapped
and special needs,children into
regular day care programs.
The paper stresses the importance of staff and parental
involvement to encourage
their day care centre's "continued compliance with day

care standards" and invites
responses from these groups.
Phillips is enthusiastic about
the feedback so far. "Most
people are delighted with the
direction."
She likens the day care improvement program to a car
on the highway. "We're not
stalled and we're not going 100
mph. But we're still moving
and I intend to keep it moving
even if I have to supply the gas
myself."
If the vehicle is still rolling
when the legislature
reconvenes Feb. 24, the
regulations will be entered as
an addition to the Community
Child Day Care Standards
Act. It could mean the
children in our day care centre
at RRCC and at others across
Manitoba will soon enjoy an
even higher standard of "love,
respect and quality care."

The Student Association
is accepting applications
for the position of
Editor-in-Chief.
Please apply in writing to
S.A. President, Bill Jost,
as soon as possible.

What's
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Ethnic Days Review
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Student Services
Page 5
Movie Reviews
Page 8
E.T.V.
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Sports
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Educational Television Studio

No, ETV does not stand for
Extra Terrestrial Viewing
performance.
"It's a lot easier to learn if
you can actually see your performance," says Gross.

by Mamie Matheson

All signed editorials are
strictly the opinion of staff
members who have had one contribution or more. The 'do not
necessarily reflect the stance
taken by the Projector.

What really did
happen?
by Susie Lazaruk
In case some of you haven't noticed, the last issue of
the Projector did not materialize.
If you've read the article on the front page, you'll
know why.
But it's back and this editorial will try to clear up any
confusion the situation (and probably the article) caused.
Most college and university papers are faced with the
same or similar problems that the projector faces. It's inevitable when a student association (like ours) is responsible for all student funds, (including funds for the
newspaper) that problems will arise.
Now if you've read the article, you're probably saying
to yourself, but I thought the dispute was over missed
publication dates, not content.
Okay. To avoid confusion and ambiguity, it was. But
(there's always a but), censorship problems are inherent
with most campus papers and ours is no exception.
The fact remains that publicaton dates were missed
and the S.A. felt the only way to reslove the issue was to
ask for the editor's resignation. However, the censorship
issue did come up at the meeting as a possible future problem.
Since the paper is a S.A. publication, that is, it's funded by the S.A., readers assume that the S.A. takes the same
stand as the published contents. In fact the paper is written
by students and the S.A. has little or nothing to do with it,
aside from funding.
The paper is written in basically three formats: news,
including college events and sports; feature articles that are
easier reading which include reviews of movies and
albums; and editorials, including letters-to-the-editor.
The information in news and features stories is based
on true facts. But the writers, being human, sometimes
make mistakes. Even the Winnipeg Sun and Free Press occasionally have to print corrections for errors made in their
papers.
Nevertheless, you as students of the college should be
offered information on what's going on in the college and
how it affects you, how student fees are being spent, and
about events outside of tht college that directly affect you
as students.
In news stories, there's always the possibility for a
dispute between the S.A. and writers involving controversial issues. But, should any student association prevent the
truth from being written because the paper, in effect would
be biting the hand that feeds it?
Our S.A. doesn't think so and the Projector staff
doesn't thing so.
Even "real world" newspapers print stories that
aren't always favourable to themselves because they have a
responsibility to report the news.
The example here is the Winnipeg Free Press. They
recently ran a story about one of their reporters appealing
the paper's decision to suspend him for two days without
pay for publically putting down the Free Press for laying
off employees. The case is currently before the courts.
Another problem that is possible in this situation is
the mistaking of one staff member's editorial for the stand
of the entire paper, or worse, the S.A.
The editorial page says, "All signed editorials are
strictly the opinion of staff members who have had one
contribution or more. They do not necessarily reflect the
stance taken by the Projector." Despite this, an editorial in
the last issue was incorrectly attributed to the S.A.
Everyone has a right to an opinion and this freedom
of expression is one of the beauties of living in the free
world.
So it's in the students', Projector's and S.A.'s best interest to make the paper a separate body from the student
association. More and more campus papers are moving
towards autonomy and it's a direction that the Projector
and S.A. should leave open.
In the meantime, communication and understanding
should be practiced by both sides to produce an objective
•and in formative 'college. paper„

FURTHER INVASION OF HI(;HTS)
by 1 )assna F r ies e n

If you're ever stopped for
drunk driving, would you
agree to give police a blood
sample? Well, soon you may
have no choice.
If you thought giving a
breathalyzer test was an ivasion of your rights, you won't
be pleased to learn that some
groups in Canada are pushing
for mandatory blood sample
tests.
In fact, it's more than
just that.

Human rights groups, including the Manitoba Association of Rights and Liberties
(MARL), are vehemently opposed to the idea. They claim
the test could conflict with
Canada's new Charter of
Rights by contradicting the
right to security of person.
And Hanses claims it "would
put doctors in the law enforcement position" if they were
forced to draw blood samples.
She
cited
several
hypothetical cases in which the
question of privacy would
arise. If a woman was seeing a
psychiatrist while going
through a divorce, and the
husband's lawyer asked the

According to Inger
Hansen, Privacy Commissioner of Canads, or as she
calls herself, "an ombudsman
for rights in the federal
sphere", Canadians can expect changes in several laws involving privacy. She says the
Law Reform Commission of
Canada recommended the Attorney General pass a new law
called Internal Substance
Romoval Test.

psychiatrist for the woman's
file, should the psychiatrist
comply with the request? The
underlying question is: Do
doctors legally own medical
records, or are they the property of the patient?

If passed, this law would
give law enforcement officials
the right to take blood and
saliva tests, as well as to conduct internal cavity body searches, without subjects' consent.

Another common situation which brings up questions
of privacy are computer data
banks. Once you have filled
out an application for a credit
card, insurance, or any form

that calls for personal information, that information is
the property of whoever you
sent it to. It canbe bought and
soldwithout your consent.
MARL believes laws should be
passed restricting data banks
from selling information.

If the question of the
legality of electronic
surveillance and wire-tapping
eventually reaches the
Supreme Court, as Hansen
believes it soon will, police
may no longer be able to tap
phones or use electronic
surveillance systems to
monitor an individual's activities.

Hansen believes Canadians are concerned with their
individual privacy, and hopes
to see more people voicing
their opinions.
Hansen was in Winnipeg
on Jan. 20 as part of University of Manitoba's conference
on Living With Technology in
the '80's.

Lights, cameras and excitement are the key ingredients of
any television studio, but the
Red River TV Studios provide
what may be the most important key of all—the key to
learning.
"We're w i ll i ng to use te l ev i sion in any way that ultimately
helps the student," says Bernie
Gross, the producer and
manager of Red River's
Educational TV Studios.
ETV, which is located in
front of the North Gym, provides two main services. While
offering a practical learning
experience for students, the
ETV staff is actively involved
in the production of instructional programs for the faculty
and promotional programs for
the college.
"It's about 50-50 between
instructional support and production," says Pam Best, one
of six production assistants
working for ETV.
ETV's instructional support
service is aimed primarily at
Creative Communications
students, but many other
courses make use of the service. Any courses in which the
student has to communicate
with the public will usually require the student to perform in
front of the cameras so . that he
can evaluate his played-back

Students who have the approval of their instructor and
the authorization of the ETV
staff can use the equipment to
produce their own programs.
Creative Com ill unications
students are involved in the
majority of the productions,
but Business Administration
students also get involved in
production during their yearend seminars.
The staff at ETV are there
to help students with their programs, but Gross emphasizes
that they are not a replacement
for teaching staff. "We're a
support service, not a teaching
facility," he says.

Best also enjoys working
with instructors to produce
educational videotapes. Instructors come to ETV with a
variety of programs they want
Best and the other production
assistants to make for them.
Since they have to produce
programs for courses that they _
often don't know much about,
it can be a challenge to produce an effective program.
"You learn a lot about a lot
of different things," says Best.
She particularly enjoyed a
program she did for a nursing
course a couple of years ago.
She had to explain a set of very
complicated terms through
visual representation.

The production assistants at
ETV enjoy helping students
whenever they can although at
times it can get very hectic.
"They drive us nuts, but we
miss them when their not
around," laughs Pam Best.

One of the terms was
"phagocytosis" which involves the cell membrane and
the theory of engulfment.
After a great deal of thought
Best came up with what she
thought would be the perfect
representation for
engulfment—the Cookie
Monster.

Best likes the "freshness"
that the students bring to the
studios. "When you're getting
jaded after doing something a
thousand times before, and a
student walks in and gets all
excited, it gets you fired up
too," she says.

In addition to programs requested by the instructors,
ETV produces promotional
programs for the college.
These programs are viewed by
prospective sutdents, many of
them from rural areas and out
of province.
"We have to let people

The ETV offers a chance for future Barbara Frum's and
Lloyd Robertson's to try their hand at Station "RRCC"

SA Wins Big at Casino Rouge
But not as big as usual .. .
it'.

atmosphere.
"You certainly never know
what a day is going to bring,"
say Best. "You get sheepdogs
walking in one day, and the
next day they're carting in
ovens for some cooking
show."
"You learn never to be surprised at what goes by your
eyes," she laughs.
Whether Best is learning not
to be surprised or deciphering
the meaning of phagocytosis,
it is obvious that both the staff
and the students at ETV are
keyed into learning.
Considering the success of
ETV, it looks like learning will
remain in the spotlight for
many years to come.

know what's happening in the
courses," says Gross.
Best is currently working on
a promotional program to attract mature students. She has
taped interviews with mature
students currently enrolled at
Red River and is hoping to get
across the wide variety of
hopes and fears that mature
students experience.
Right now Best is involved
in the time consuming process
of editing the tapes. "I've got
eight hours of tape to break
down to twelve minutes." she
says.
While this editing can be
difficult to do with students
running in and out of the
studio, Best enjoys the hectic
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Letters to the Editor
Howza 'bouta Sauza?

The Projector:

700 ml

Many thanks to all who
don'ated money to the Big
Brothers Bowl for Millions.
My son\and I bowled on Feb.
5, 1983. \Motn's score for one
game - 03. Son's score for
one gamed 69. We had a lot of
fun and met Morris Lukowich
from the Jets, a great treat for
my son.
Thanks again. The donations were greatly. appreciated.
We collected. $99.00.
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RRCC's gamblers are either
a little bit more cautious with
their money or a little bit
luckier.
At least that's the way it
looks from the results of
Casino Rouge on February
eighth and ninth. This year's
Tower Lounge casino only
brought in $585.00, "down

Bev Howard
(Buffalo Sandwich Bar)
and Son Robert

from previous years" according to Students' Association
Business Manager Don
Hillman.
Hillman said that the
economy probably played a
large part in the lower casino
revenues. Usually, the S.A.
nets from $800 to $1000 for
charity.
This year donated the
money to Special Olympics.
•
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CHEAPIES AND STUDENTS TAKE NOTE
by Anita Tiessen

EMPLOI ET
EMPLOYMENT AND
14011 IMMIGRATION CANADA IMMIGRATION CANADA

EMPLOYER

Date dref 1/44) 3

RECRUITING

Canada Employment Centre

SCHEDULE
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You can easily help the refugees of
Latin America.

ability to care for each other.

If you could meet the refugees
and see their living conditions. you
would be concerned for their lives. But
you would also be uplifted by their

in the headlines. Bad as it all is... there
is hope. The refugees have an untold
story of strength. ingenuity and selfreliance.

Hunger and Injustice
in Her my tax-deductible
donation

❑

El $15 D S25

❑ $50

❑ S100

❑

Cheque enclosed

Name

❑

gair

Address

Acct

Broken tape recorders, colour television sets and
amplifiers may find refuge in
the Domestic Electronics
course. If students can learn
from the repair work, your
equipment may be accepted.
Before you bring anything in,
check with an instructor in
room F315.
Cost for these repair is a flat
rate of $5, but you must supply the narts.

Dad' Care
Students with young
children should take a look at
the daycare centre in room
A101 run by Child Care Ser-

Dear J.E.
I once had an experience
like that, and a change of
scene would do you wonders.
You see, since my baby left
me, I found a new place to
dwell. It's way down on the
end of Lonely Street, called
Heartbreak Hotel.
Dear Miss Lowlyhearts:
I'm feeling really depressed.
I lost my job, my wife left me,
my mortgage was foreclosed,
I've been hit with a lawsuit for
letting my dog die on
somebody's lawn (it wasn't my
fault but I can't afford a
lawyer to fight it), my
daughter has joined a cult that
insists that she give away all of
parents' possessions and my
son wants to become an adver-

Staff Box

City

Bill my credit card

El SO

CANADA

BOX 18.000 A. OTTAWA
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EYE WITNESS TESTIMONY
BY CANADIAN MP's
Three members of parliament saw
OXFAM's work in a refugee camp in
Honduras. Their comments:
"Thousands are fleeing brutal.
repressive wars with nothing. Now

The easy way to help
Toll FREE Phone
24 hours a day

Postal Code

Contributors this Issue:

Other

Signature

.
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Tune-ups are in greatest demand. A deposit of $50 to $75
will get your fuel or electrical
systems looked at.
Other prices range from
S I (X) deposit for a brake
overhaul to $150 for major
transmission work to 51000
for an engine overhaul. You
can find the guys in the
coveralls in room 13168.

Send me FREE Information

Expiry Date

..P■■•

by Lorne Flanks

Dear Miss Lowlyhearts:
My baby, she done left me,
she left me out in the cold. She
make me feel so badly, like
I'm a hundred years old. I'm
feeling oh-so blue. Miss
Lowlyhearts, tell me what to
do.
J.E. Blues

War, hunger and oppression are

What you save in money
you make up for with patience. People sometimes wait
up to two years before their
turn conies up. One reason is
that students repair their own
cars before doing public work.
Cars with dents are accepted
sooner than vehicles with rust,
because they are better suited
to the student's learning
needs.
Vehicle
The
Motor
Mechanic students can cure
the mechanical ailments of
your car. Again, the waiting
list is as long as your dipstick,
but the savings may warrant
the wait. You are billed for
parts, initial cost of work
order, and consumables such
as sandpaper, but not labour.

• 800 268-1121
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refugees are building new lives. Making
clothes. Producing clay cooking pots.
Weaving hammocks for the sick to
sleep in. -Warren Almand. Lib. MP. Montreal

"Adults and children are learning
to read and write for the first time. ,Joe Reid PC MP St. Cathertnes

From the refugee camps of
Central America to the new nations
of Southern Africa. OX1 -AN1-Canada
offers you an effective way to help.
And it's easy. Pick up a phone and
call toll-free right now. Or write us
today. Your tax-deductible donation
to OXFAM-Canada will make a
difference.

OXFAM-Canada, Box 18,000 A, Ottawa. Phone toll free 800 268-1121

vices students. Instructors may
also send their children to the
centre, but students have
priority.
As many as 50 children
ranging in age from one-anda-half to five years old are
taken care of from 7:30 to 5:30
Monday to Friday. Children
are given lunch and snacks.
Prices recently rose to
$10.50 per day, of which $9.50
is subsidized by the government.

Meat Cutting
Old Mother Hubbard's cupboards probably wouldn't
have been bare if she had
shopped at the meat counter in
room BB17. You can buy
various roasts, sausages, cold
cuts and other meats for most
of the year.
A sampling of the low prices
includes sliced ham at
$5.40/kg and side bacon at
54.96/kg. Freezer meat is being cut until January 28.
Twenty-nine fronts of beef are
for sale at $2.62/kg.
The counter, run by meatcutting students, is open
Fridays from 10:00 to 3:30 and
Thursdays 1:00 to 3:30.

A shave and a haircut, two-bits? Almost.

Typing
If your paperwork in piling
up, the Model Office in
building D is open for
business. Students from the
Clerk Typist, Stenographer,
and Clerical Bookkeeping
courses will do typing, billing,
bindering, and accounting—all at no charge. The office won't photocopy work,
however.
The time a job takes to complete varies according to the

Practicing students give the rest of its the chance to obtain
services and products at low prices.

workload and the specific
assignment, but you should
give the students a week to do
the work.

None of Your Business But .. .

MISS LOWL YH EA R TS

YOU carkhelp
the refugees of
Latin America a ..TODAY

E' YES! I will help fight Poverty.

If your hair is in great
shape, but your car's body
isn't, the Motor Vehicle Body
Repair course in room J 101 is
the place to go. About 200 cars
per year from outside of the
course are worked on per year,
with savings to the owner of
up to two-thirds off commercial repair shop prices.

Here it is! Yes, you've bee:
waiting for it and it has arrived. The be-all and end-all, the
solution to all your problems,
the answers to life's questions.
Right here. The college has
needed this for far too long. It
is with great pride and not a
little awe that the Projector
presents :
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Most people don't specify
which stylist they want,
although you may request any
one of the 15 students.
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Where can you get a twodollar haircut, free typing, and
an inexpensive cut of beef?
Hang on to your wallets and
look around you—it's right
here at Red River.
Don't run to the Crazy Ox,
though. These services are offered by various courses in the
college.
If your hair has lost its
pizazz, why not give the
Barbering students some
business. While you let them
brush up their skills on your
locks, you will be saving
money. Haircuts, including
shampoo, for adults are only
two dollars; for children it's
one dollar.
Men can have their beard
trimmed or face shaven for
only one dollar. Bored with
hair colour? A colour rinse is
one dollar, semi-permanent
colour is three dollars and permanent colour is four dollars.
Of the 15 services they offer,
perms are the most expensive,
costing up to twelve dollars.
The barbers-to-be are open
Monday to Friday, 1:00 to
3:30 and Wednesday at 10:30
in room AB215. Friday afternoon is busiest, so you'd be
Nbeetet r. off making your appointment for earlier in the

Anita Thiessen
Marnie Matheson
Heather Reimer
Susie Lazaruk
Lorraine Keish
Sarah Leah
Darren Francey
Greg Zawidowski

Mike Daly
Pam Kellett
Terry Phelps
borne Hanks
Sandra Sobko
Dave Lindberg
Dawna Friesen
Doug Carlson

tising executive. Through it
all, I've managed to keep an
optomistic point of view.
Could you give me a few
words of encouragement to
help me make it through the
week?
Down but Not Out
Dear Down:
You have to remember that
. . . Oh what's the use, you're
a loser, jerk. Do the rest of the
world a favour and die before
someone has the misfortune to
pass you by in the streets.
Dear Miss Lowlyhearts:
Could you tell Jodi that if a
President isn't big enough I'll
go after the Pope, and this
time I'll get it right.
J. Hinckley Jr.
Dear J.H.:
Why don't you concentrate
on finishing off yourself. Keep
trying, practice makes perfect.
ATTENTION—ATTENTION—ATTENTION
We've got a winner! Yes,
the judges have ruled that that
was the most tasteless little
gem of the year, as of press
time. It was a unanimous decision, with scores of 10.0, 9.8,
10.0, 9.5, and 9.9. The panel
ruled that the "Hinckley"
comment was the most
tasteless non-sex remark of the
'82-'83 season. Comments included "I haven't been this
disgusted since I paid $4.00 to
see Class Reunion, simply
remarkable," and "this man is
the Creme-de-la-crapola. I applaud him!". Also, should
Hinckley die by the time this

■

goes to print, its status will be
re-evaluated.
We now return to the column, already in progress . . . .
. . . so should I marry this girl
or skip town or what?
Pat Ernity
Dear Pat:
Be a man and stand up to
your responsibilities, for
God's sake! You have a
responsibility to scuzzy dirtballs everywhere to skip town
and not look back. If one of
you hangs around it'll spoil
things for everyone!
Dear Miss Lowlyhearts:
Is it true that girls who, like,
kiss with their, like, mouths
open sometimes get that
groady yellow ick on their
teeth even if they're already
wearing these really AWWFu1
braces? or is it just herpes or
what? Like I'm so sure, you
know, like my friend, like,
Andrea, like, she says that it's
all right, but then, what does
she know 'cos she has these
totally violent pimples on her
forehead that are in the shape
of her initials, like I am so
sure, gag me with a fork,
that's fork now because, like,
everybody says spoon now,
like, even people who don't go
to malls so what's the use, you
know, like, gag me to the max,
I am so sure, but before I
finish I want to ask you if 1
might be pregnant because this
sentence hasn't had a period
yet!
Val Girl

Office hours are 8:00 to
11:50 Monday, Wednesday
and Friday and noon to 3:50
Tuesday and Thursday.
ATTENTION—ATTENTION—ATTENTION
This is phnomenal! He has
done it again! The judges have
indicated this column has exceded all standards for
tastelessness. A perfect 10.0
across the board. Let's take
another look at that last
remark in slow motion: "I ...
m-i-g-h-t . . . b-e . . . p-r-e-g-na-n-t . . .b-e-c-a-u-s-e . . .t-hi-s . . .s-e-n-t-e-n-c-e . . . h-a-sn-'t . . . h-a-d . . . a . . . p-e-r-io-d . . . y-e-t-!"
Remarkable! Once again,
Lorne Hanks has dominated
the Projector International
Gross-Out, beating back such
luminaries as David
Cronenberg and Joan Rivers.
We should be seeing some
pretty disgusting things form
this young man in years to
come. We now join the afternoon movie, already in progress:
"So Mr. Bond, you thought
you could get away. Perhaps
my little pets can convince you
to stay. Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!"
The management apologizes
for that brief laps of sanity.
You see, Lorne is mentally ill.
At one time it was thought
that there was no hope for
people like him, but there is.
You can help. Send your old,
worn-out creative ideas to:
Concepts
222 Red River Road
1N5 ANE
Let's see if we can't stomp
out mental illness without
stomping out the mentally ill,
well, at least not too badly,
anyways.
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East Indian
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ETHNIC DAYS

The East Indian Days at the Inn brought to mind spicy
fare and lots of water.
Passing up a delightful-sounding appetizer, "Pork
and Oranges" for the "Mulligatawny" ($.60) was mainly
due to curiosity. A soup with that name had to be at least
interesting.
Very rich and thick, it could have passed for a stew. It
was spiced (I'm guessing) with curry spice that gave it a
distinctive and delicious flavour.
The "Lamb Kebob with Cream Sauce on a Bed of
Rice" ($3.30) was as pleasing to look at as it was tasty to
eat. The lamb was skewered and covered in a white sauce.
Unfortunately, in this season, the meat was not as flavourful as it is in the spring. But it was well-prepared. The rice
was fluffy and each one separate. The underlying curry
spice was evident in the dishes.
The dessert, "Sweet Pretzels" ($.65) was a knotted
dough soaked in honey. A nice finish to the meal.

Russian days fare was a
combination of palatable
pleasure and disappointing
delicacies.
The rolls were fresh and
warm, as usual, starting the
lunch off on the right foot.
Russian eggs, the theme appetizer, looked and tasted appealing, especially the topping
of caviar.

TASTY TERM
PROJECTS

The Russian salad was a
refreshing change from tossed
salad. Diced vegetable with
dressing, topped with egg
slices and caviar, offered a zesty first course.
The plump shrimp, tender
mushrooms, and onions on
the Fish Kebob did not offset

Russian
the watery texture and bland
taste of the fish. Served with
equally watery Dill Pilaf,
which was overpowered by
sour cream, this entree and
vegetable were a let down.
The Chicken Kiev, however,
was succulent, with a lightly
spiced, golden, crunchy topping. The chicken breast shaped
around a bone looked as appetizing as it was.
The Potato Pancakes with
sour cream looked greasy and
overcooked. The taste was
passable, but not spectacular.

The Braised Purple Cabbage livened up the plate, adding a different, slightly sweet
flavour to the meal.
Both deserts were delicious.
The tart raspberries complimented the light Bavarian
cream in the Charlotte Russe.
The blueberry cheesecake,
though not particularly Russian, was a superb end to the
meal. Slightly sweet blueberries topped this light yet filling
dessert.
The service was unbearably
slow. Even if the kitchen and
serving staff are only students,
forty minutes between a salad
and an entree is pushing the
patrons' tolerance.

by Lorraine Keish and Sarah Leah

Seafood
During Seafood Days, the
Inn was wreathed in fish net.
It was a nice touch (especially
the plastic shellfish tangled in
the mesh) and set the mood for
themenu.
The service was prompt and
soon after ordering, the appetizers arrived. The
marinated King Crab Legs was
shredded crab bathed in a
lightly-seasoned oil and
vinegar-type base sitting in a
split crab leg. The meat was
chewy but a little bland. At
$1.60, it was the most expensive appetizer but still a
bargain by any standard.
The Assorted Seafood
Canapes ($.95) were a layered
variety of fish atop dried
toast.. They were obviously put
together with a great deal of
care and the effect was one of
cocktail party elegance.
Although I did not taste them,
my companion seemed to enjoy them.
Although the soups, Shrimp
Bisque ($1.10) and Long
Beach Chowder ($.60) were
tempting, they were passed up
to leave room for the main
course.
My companion ordered the
Deep Fired Shrimp and
Cocktail Sauce ($3.50) and
Rice Pilaf ($.60) which arrived

The chef training program has the best tasting term
projects in the college.
While most of us must be content with using ink and
paper for our course work, chefs-in-training use ingre,
dients to produce edible projects.
The fourth annual "Ethnic Days" at the Assiniboia
Inn is a culmination of culinary assignments devised and
prepared by practicing chefs.
The entire meal, from menu planning to serving the
dishes is carried out by student chefs.
Klaus Hoffman, course instructor says students are
marked on preparation, performance and plate presentation Of their projects.
Six different ethnic themes were prepared by thriteen
student chefs in groups of two. When the students %veren't
in the kitchen cooking, they were helping to serve one
another's meals.
According to Hoffman. this helps the students as
chefs to understand tlw ine personnel and management's point of view.
"They wouldn't cook something they themselves
\\*mild not serve," he says.
But he adds, some chefs will never be serving staff.
People should remember, he says, if service is not perfect,
that they are students.
"I'm proud to ha ■ e a dining room for the college," he
continues, "it's not a cafeteria."
Future assignments to watch for are the buffet and
gourmet cooking in the upcoming months. The Inn will be
reserving for this event but they always leave enough space
for last minute drop-ins, Hoffman said.
The students will he representing Manitoba in the national culinary competition held in Toronto in April. They
are currently raising funds, says Hoffman. Prices for
meals only cover expenses of ingredients and operation, he
says but all ti s arc being ooled for the tri

piping hot. They were lightly
battered in a crunchy coating
which kept the insides very
juicy.
Rainbow Trout Florentine,
a whole fish (complete with
tail and eyes), came with a tricoloured lemon slice garnish
that added appeal to the grey
trout. The fish was tender,
flaky and very tasty. The
"Florentine" was the spinach
stuffing, which was also very
Rood. It was 53.10 well spent.
However, the asparagus
($.60) ordered in addition was
better left in the kitchen. They
were obviously out of a can
and were diluted in flavour
and colour. A disappointment
to an otherwise delicious meal.
Others in the party had the
Poached Salmon Bernaise
($3.10) that looked quite appealing and the general consensus was that the flavour
matched its looks, although
there was one complaint about
bones.

Greek
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Overall, the seafood was
quite good, a surprise in landlocked Winnipeg. My only
regret was that I didn't get to
try the cheesecake.

What's cooking at the Assiniboia Inn?

I
started
with
the
Spanakopitta. Now if that's
all Greek to you, it translates
to spinach and cheese pie. It
was a good-sized portion of
spinach mixed with melted
cheese (which I'd have to guess
was Feta—made from goat's
milk) in between layers of
paper-thin pastry. It was
delicious and well worth $.70.

As I filled myself up on the
pre-lunch goodies, you'll have
to take my companions's word
on the Combination Plate. It
included Souvalaki (Skewered
lamb), Mousakas (Eggplant
casserole) and Spanakopitta.
The portions were well-worth
the $3.20 and they were all
very good.
The dessert collection included Baklava and Greek
Shortbread, each $.60. The
Baklava, famous for its
sweetness (or infamous depending on who you talk to), was
not in this case extremely
sweet. The filling was tasty
and the pastry light, but it
lacked the sticky sweetness
I've come to love and expect in
Baklava. However, my companion preferred this version.
The Greek Shortbread has
more flavour and texture than
regular shortbread, and was a
tasty ending to a satisfying
meal.

For soup, the choice was
Soupa avgolemono or
Domotosoupa each for $.60.
Soupa avgolemono or egg and
lemon soup was a mixture of,
you guessed it, egg and lemon.
It also contained rice. The rice
was firm and plentiful; unlike
the bloated, soggy variety you
usually find in rice soup.
What's a Greek meal
without the famous Greek
salad. The Salata horitake as it
is called in Greece, was a combination of iceberg lettuce,
green pepper, tomato and

Chinese

Native
The Native Days menu promised a wild-tasting selection—and it delivered.
The meal started out right with Marinated Winnipeg
Goldeye (S.85). This fish, exclusive to Winnipeg waters, is
delicious smoked. The marinating sauce was tangy and it
was a nice balance to the smoke flavour.
A nice touch was the hannock served in place of
bread. The leavened dough fried in lard lent authenticity to
the meal.
Although every entree was tempting, "Baked Duck
with Cranberries" ($3.50) sounded too good to pass up.
Served in a gravy and with wild rice, it was definitely
something you don't eat every clay. The meal was good except a bit heavy for lunch. With fried hannock, gravy on
the bird and the rather greasy rice, the food was designed
for heavier activity than sitting behind a desk all afternoon.
But there's always room for dessert. the "Strawberry
and Blueberry Crepes" (S.70) were creatively topped with
whipped cream. The fruit mixture was tasty but the crepes
were a bit rubbery.
The Assiniboia Inn was decked out for the occasion in
woven rugs and colourful quilts. At the entrance was a
honest-to-goodness teepee, complete with feather head
dress and other native wear. Someone obviously went to a
lot of trouble to create the atmosphere and the decor was
well-appreciated by this luncher.

sweet white onion, all
smothered in an oil and
vinegar dressing, with just the
right seasoning. On top, feta
cheese and black olives. Very
good and the small was $1.20
(large - $2.50).
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Before going to the Inn for
"Greek Days", I'll have to admit I had great expectations as
I am a great fan of Greek
cuisine. And I wasn't disappointed.

Many of us, when we think
of Chinese food, automatically conjure up images of sweet
and sour shrimp, breaded
veal, rice, egg rolls, chow
mein, perhaps egg foo young,
and of course, fortune
cookies.
Well the Chinese Days menu
looked like something that
might be offered on China's
mainland rattler than the
Assiniboia Inn.
I must confess at this point
that I did not get to sample
any of the delicious-sounding
dishes. But I was told that the
food was excellent. If the
Chinese food was consistent
with the usual quality of the
Inn, I don't doubt it.
Anyway, here's some of the
food I missed.
The list began with appetizers. Although it included
the well-known egg roll, the

other items are not usually
found on menus in popular
restaurants.
Myself, a self-professed
Chinese food glutton, had not
heard of "Thorny Fish Balls"
or "Drums of Heaven", two
of the before-meal dishes.
Another indicator that this
meal was not typical of usual
Chinese spreads, was the
absence of consomme soup. In
its place was "Egg Drop
Soup" and "Winter Melon".
And for salads (salads? I
know Chinese fare is big on
veggies, but Chinese salad is
certainly not as famous as
Greek, Caesar or potato),
there was a choice between
"Cucumber with Spicy Dressing" and "Sweet and Sour
Cabbage" (well, why not?
there's sweet and sour
everything else).
Well so far there's nothing
cliche about these offerings.
And the main courses are no
exceptions.

"Chicken Livers with
Prawn and Broccoli", "Stir
Fry Chicken with Nuts",
"Roast Pork with Leeks and
Winter Wine", Chinese Pepper Steak" and "Sweet and
Sour Pork". Except for the
last one, the entrees sound unique; definitely not for people
who go into their favorite
Chinese restaurant and,
without looking at the menu,
rattle off a list of numbers off
by heart.
And of course there was rice
offered, steamed or fried.
But what Chinese meal is
complete without fortune
cookies? This one was; instead
it had "Almond Cream with
Chow Chow" and "Eight
Treasures Rice Pudding" as
dessert.
Hopefully, since I missed
this year's, Chinese Days will
be back next year.
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"Truly the
masterpiece
that wasn't"
Comback could have been,
but wasn't.
Writer/producer/director
Hall Bartlett had both the plot
and the players needed to
create a cinematic masterpiece, but settled for mediocrity.
Comeback is a classic tale of
true love, recounting the true
story of photo-journalist John
Everingham's courageous hid
to swim the treacherous
Mekong River to rescue his
fiancee from communistcontrolled Laos and the leader
of its secret service, General
Siegfried Kapler.
Kapler, the vicious leader of
the Pathet Lao intelligence,
suspects that Everingham is
leaking stories to the -Western
press detailing the communist
government's activities. He requests that Everingham
photograph Keo Sirisomphone
for a tourist brochure, and instructs Keo to win John's confidence.
Keo is supposed to fink on
Everingham the moment she is
sure that he is a spy, but finds
that she has fallen in love with
him and cannot betray him to
the authorities. Kapler has him
imprisoned, tortured, and
finally exiled to Thailand for

espionage.
John and Keo continue to
communicate to each other
through coded messages
transported by friends. John
tells her of his plan to swim
under the turbulent Mekong to
rescue her; a feat all the more

daring when you consider that
Keo can't swim.
The acting in the film, on
the whole, is nothing. less than
superb. Michael Landon
breaks free of his Little House
on the Prairie, "the man from
Kodak" image and manages
to capture Everingham's devotion and strength of character.
Jurgen Prochnow, of Das
Boot (later dubbed as The
Boat) fame, gives the wicked,
cunning and lovestruck
character of General Kapler
depth and believability,
managing to evoke from us
both hatred and pity.
Even Prescilla Presley, in
her first motion picture role,
performs admirably. It was
almost as if she thought
thatscenes showing her in a
wet bathina suit wouldn't suffice (silly girl).
The actors, however, were
plagued with truly vomitable
dialogue. The scene where
John confesses to Keo (Moira
Chen) that he has been smug;ling anti-government stories
out of Laos proves that
Bartlett has a true gift for the
melodramatic:
KEO: "So, you are a spy!"
JOHN: "No, dammit, I'm a
journalist!"
Later, in a love scene, Keo tells
John "When I'm with
you,everything seems right!"
Well, I'm sorry Mr. Bartlett,
but dialogue like that only
happens . . . well . . . in the
movies. Despite even the best
of performances, it is hard not
to make you character look
cliche and silly when you have

Eating Raoul
by Doug C:arlson
Isn't it about time someone
told the truth about Luting

Raoul?

While dubious critics fall all
over themselves praising thi'
tender morsel of low-budget
celluloid, isn't it about time we
took a serious look at it as a
film, instead of a means of
social acceptance?
I have many words for this
film. Like had. Boring.
Witless. Humorless. Cheap.
But, I wonder if they apply
here, considering the nature of
this movie. For, aren't the
above qualities inherent in
most low-budget flicks? (We'll
get back to this in a moment.
First, a bit about the film
itself.)
Eating Raoul is the story of
Paul and Mary Bland, a
straight-laced .couple living in
a sexually-depraved
Hollywood community. Sex,
to them, is disgusting, and
naturally they can't wait to
move out of their swinging
Hollywood apartment block
to Valencia. There, they hope
to establish a quaint, countr:%
kitchen-type restaurant, but,
unfortunately, they do not
have the money for a down -
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Comeback
by Mike Daly

•

payment on the property.
ihmus get worse when Paul
loses his job at a liquor store,
and the income depends sold\
on Nlary, a nurse.
One night, however, a sexstarved man from a rather
kinky party in the block
breaks in on Mary and tries to
rape her. Paul comes to her
rescue, and dispatches with the
nasty fellow by tattooing his
skull with a frying pan. After
finding nearly 5600 in the dead
man's wallet, Paul and Mar%
see their country kitchen just
around the corner. They take
out a "We Do Anything"-type
ad in a Hollywood se\ publication, thereby luring rich deviants into their apartment for
an unexpected date with
Paul's frying pan. The bodies
are disposed of in the apartment block's trash compactor ,
and the money pours in.
Things darken for t he
Blands when a young
locksmith, Raoul Mendosa
(Robert Beltram), catches on
to their scheme, and demands
a piece of the action. He gets
just that, and eventually. after
a few double-crosses, the
Blands get quite a large piece
of Raoul's action, in a manner
befitting the film's title.
Sounds somewhat exciting,
doesn't it? Yes indeed, the

The Life of a Remarkable Man
by Guy Prokopetz
"A movie cannot encompass the life of one man. It can
only be faithful in spirit to the
record."

Whether it is the
Michael Landon and Moira Chen are leery about something in Comeback.
Communists, the nine-foot catfish or the tstruly vomitable" dialogue remains to be seen.
lines like these.
Comeback is rather unique
in that a good portion of the
film takes place underwater.
With one major exception, the
underwater footage in the film
is spectacular. Everingham, on
his way back to Thailand with
Keo on his back, is clawing
along the river bottom fighting
current, silt, and debris when
along conies a nine-foot catfish. O.K., I can live with that,
since very large catfish are

film no doubt had potential,
but something went wrong in
the translation from script ru
screen.
As the director, co-triter,
and star of the picture. Paul
Bartel has bitten off much
more than he can chew. His
acting is extremely low-key.
Apparently, he feels that acting in a black comedy requires an impersonation of a
corpse. The script is
remarkably humorless; mans
scenes are so predictable that
any laughter would be all Cm
barassment. (Paul and Mar ∎
undress in the closet, sleep in
single beds, and blow a goodnight kiss to each tither befortuoine to sleep. They're bland.
uet it? And their last name is
Bland, get it? Ha ha ha, NV
Bartel. You are a funny man.)
Because the film is billed as
a "blacks' commedy by no
means makes it magicall>
hilarious. Bartel should note
that there k a difference between black corned ∎ and Black
Death. The atmosphere in Inc
film is about equivalent to
looking for laughs in a
hospital operating room.
Technically, this picture is a
mess as well, but one wonders
if it is Bartels direction (or lack
thereof), or, again, the low
budget (rumored to he under a
million dollars). The soundtrack is grainy, often rife with
hisses that threaten to drown
out the dialogue, and the edges
of the film are rounded—it's
like having tunnel vision, I

known to inhabit these waters.
What I can't live with is a picture of a nine-foot catfish
superimposed upon the screen
so that it looks like a refugee
from 20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea. You just have to ask
yourself why, after spending
millions of dollars on the rest
of the picture (and Lord
knows how much for Prescilla
Presley's salary), couldn't they
afford to film a real nine-foot
catfish, or at least do a decent

job with the special effects?
Comeback is truly the
11MMel- piece that \vasn't. If
Bartlett had only taken more
time to develop his plot instead of creating
melodramatic dialogue and
monster fish from another
world, he would have had a
film worthy of an Oscar. What
he ended up with, however, is
a film just barely worthy of
our time and money.

So reads part of the introduction to Richard Attenborough's marvellous film,
Ghandi. Certainly, no movie
could ever encompass the life
of Ghandi, one of the great
figures of the 20th century.
But Attenborough, with the
help of Ben Kingsley in the title role, has brought to the
screen a compelling portrait of
this small, diminutive man
whose inner spirituality so affected everyone around him
that he came to be called
Mahatma, or Great Soul.
Richard Attenborough may
not be a great director, but
Ben Kingsley, at least in this
role, is a consummate actor.
He captures not only the
physical presence but also the
spiritual essence of Ghandi, an
inner glow that transfuses his
mannerisms, his gestures and
facial expressions, that turns
the film into a spiritual
biography. You're reminded
or Peter O'Toole in Lawrence
of Arabia, an empathy between actor and role that
transcends the original. In

both Lawrence of Arabia and
Ghandi, the viewer sees
beyond the surface of the man
into the very depths of his
soul.
As for the film itself, it is
made in the style and tradition
of the grand epic. Attenborough is not a highly inventive director, but in this case
conventionality works. The
film is a spirituail biography,
and the audience is not
distracted by cinematic wizardry or a personal style that
distorts the picture. Attenborough has chosen to let
Kingsley, as Ghandi, tell his
own story.
The movie opens in the year
1893, with Ghandi, an eager
young lawyer out of London
on an assignment in South
Africa, being ejected from the
train because of his color. In
defiance of the South African
government, an outraged
Ghandi organizes the Indians
of South Africa and stages a
public pass burning. The hated
passes, which every Indian
must carry, is only one of the
weapons used by the repressive
South African government,
but Ghandi's doctrine of nonviolence coupled with noncompliance hamstrings the
South Africans. After a round
of beatings and jailings, the
passes are dropped, and a

legend is born. But compared
with what lies ahead, this proves to be Ghandi's easiest victory.
The film then moves on to
Ghandi's triumphant return to
India, the main bastion of
British Imperialism. Ghandi
helps formulate the Indian
Congress Party for the independence of India, but soon
realizes that the members are
not in touch with the realities
of India. Along with his missionary friend Charlie (Ian
Charleson), Ghandi embarks
on a journey of discovery, and
self-discovery.
Attenborough's camera vividly captures the rolling, epic
grandeur of this sprawling
country. We see India through
the eyes of Ghandi, the poor
villages seething with life and ,
activity, and the rythms of
life, but untouched by the
political ferment at the centre.
During a political debate the
Nehru, Jinnah and a group of
politicians, Ghandi senses the
distance between them and the
real India.
"The people of India are
untouched. They think only of
bread and salt. India i;
700,000 villages."
Ghandi becomes tin
spokesman, the spiritual em
bodiment of that India living
peacefully and close to tht
land

For over 25 years, The ManitobE
Heart Foundation has invested
research money in ideas. Lifesaving ideas like the artificial heart
valve, cardiopulmonary rescusitation and drugs to control high
blood pressure. Today, these ideas
save lives.
Despite this progress, one of
every two Canadian deaths is
caused by diseases of the heart
and blood vessels.
If today's ideas are to grow into
the lifesaving techniques of tomorrow, the Manitoba Heart Foundation needs your support now.
MANITOBA HEART
FOUNDATION

Ben Kingsley (far right) is Ghandi in Richard Attenborough's film. The population of India (left) plays the
copulation of India.

MONDAY NIGHT
ARCADE NIGHT
TUESDAY NIGHT
LADIES NIGHT
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
GAMES NIGHT
THURSDAY NIGHT
LUCKY CUSTOMER NIGHT
FRIDAY NIGHT
DANCE CONTEST NIGHT

and"Thre'sCompy).A
least Bartel has some taste
here; e\
\' ould has c
been even more anno ■ mg Il all
already trying film.
Robert Beltran', is Ruo111, is
about the best thine in this picture, mainly becat.sc he
sonic
to ihinK
of it „1 tireplace would be
()vet -acting when opposite
Paul Bartel.
Mari Woronov. the 5 foot
II Any. Warhol protege ;s
quite convincing in her rifle as
`nary Bland. She manages to
keep the film down to earth
when it is in danger of losing
all credibility.
I you are willing to accept a
could\ ed plot, laugh at fart
jokes, guffaw at cannibalism
humor. shell out 54.51) at d
forfeit 91 minutes of ∎ •)t
then b;, all means rush mt
see Ewing Ruotd. If not, sac c.
your beet nit ney to tne
weekend.
And dat's da name a dat
tune.

perialism, John Geilgud,
Trevor Howard, and John
Mills all turn in excellent per-.
formances. However, the
American connection falls
flat. Candice Bergen as
photographer Bourke-White
and Martin Sheen as a
newsman named Walker, are
both sympathetic towards
Ghandi,, but their presence on
screen is forced and awkward.
Fortunately, we see little of
them on-screen.
But these are minor setbacks
in a great film about a great
personage. While the movie
says nothing new about
cinema itself, and sticks to the
main conventions of the epic
genre, it lingers on in the
memory. David Lean, one of
the great epic directors once
said: "I like a good story. I
like a beginning, a middle and
an end. I like to be excited
when I go to the movies."
Ghandi delivers on all counts,
and is a spiritual triumph
besi c es

WINNIPEG'S NO.1
ROCK & ROLL
CLUB
"WHERE THE
ACTION IS"

In 1955, the
artificial heart
valve was just
an idea. This year
it saved my life.

suppose. At one point iii the
131 a lids' apart in crt , t he
cameraman Ulm ittiiigly I iliiis
himself and several others of
the crew by walking in iron: of
a mirror. Professionals, right
to the end.
Concerning the subject matter, the film is remarkubly
chaste. (Hell, es en my mom
and dad would call this rho% ic
"harmless," an opinion u , uully reserved for "f lee-11,1w' .

Attenborough effectively
uses close-ups and panoramic
shots to bridge the gap between the vastness of this
mysterious land and Ghandi's
growing understanding and
sympathy for it. His marches,
his fasting, his selfdeprecating irony are all captured with a sensitive
understanding.
At the same time, Attenborough meticulously
recreates the twilight of the
British Empire in India. The
British are smug and complacent on the cricket grounds,
anu pompous and overbearing
with native servants, but their
hesitancy and uncertainty in
the governor's palace reveal
the growing doubts and confusion about their Imperial domain. As Ghandi says, "One
day you will simply walk out."
They're simply no match for
Ghandi's non-violent,
spiritual warfare. As the aging
bastions of British lm-

Present this Coupon for Surprise Treat

ANY NIGHT OF THE WEEK!
(Not more than one coupon/customer)

INTERNATIONAL INN
Ben Kingsley is Ghandi in Richard Attenborough's' film about the man who took on the British
Empire for India.
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The Reel Alternative
by Gregory Zawidoski

The Manitoba Cinematheque, a branch of the Winnipeg
Film Group, will be presenting
a Saturday/Sunday night film
series of critically acclaimed
features, documentaries, and
animation for ten weeks beginning, January 29.
Entitled Movies: The Reel
Alternative, the series opens
with the Winnipeg premiere of
John Huston's Wise()lood, a
wildly comic tale about
preachers down South.
Also on the list are:

Feb. 26 and 27:
Werner Herzog documentary
night - The Great Ecstasy a]'

Woodcarver Steiner (1975);
and La Soufriere (1976).
March 5 and 6:
Craig Russell in Outrageous
(19771.
March 12 and 13:

The Picture Show ;Ilan (1977).

March 19 and 20:
Best Boy (1980) - Academy
Award winner: Best Feature
Documentary.
March 26 and 27:

The Magical Animation of
Frederic Back - Ninety
minutes of Canadian animated

films, including the Academy
Award-winning Crac.
April 2 and 3:
The Handyman (1981) - "The
only Canadian film to be invited to Cannes Film Festival's
prestigious Director's
Showcase."
Most of these films will be
accompanied by a short subject and will begin at 8:00 p.m.
at the N.F.B. theatre Cinema
Main, 243 Main Street. All
seats $2.50.
As well, a Tuesday night
series of the best of Canadian
experimental film-makei s
begins January 25 and runs for
ten weeks.

The Let's Get Physical
Department •
by Susie Lazaruk

1HE BEAT GOES ON
GIVE FROM THE HEART CP

WARS. HILARI
POLOOTIOD•

IITERTAInftlEtIT
Canadian PsychoDrama Superb
by Darren Francey
The run-down service stations along the Trans-Canada
Highway between Winnipeg
and Regina are so common
place they seem to blend into
the scenery. Dirty and uninviting, they are usually avoided by travelers. They are outposts, showing no signs of life.
But Cold Comfort gives a
different picture.
The second in a series of
Canadian adult plays this
season at the Prairie Theatre
Exchange, Cold Comfort is a
stunner.
The story develops like a
familiar, obscene joke. But the
joke twists into a bizarre tale
of horror, upheld with finelytuned suspense.
Stephen Miller (Jerry
Franken), a travelling
salesman from Quebec, is
rescued by Floyd Huntly
(Harry Nelken) during a
Saskatchewan blizzard. Floyd
drags Stephen to his service
station, where his shy, pubescent daughter waits. Floyd, a
practical joker, leaves the halffrozen salesman to Dolores'
(Renne de Villiers) care. Playing the normal man in an
unusual position, Stephen tries
to make the best of the situation.
Gradually the two become
friends; Dolores reveals some
shocking things from her past
and we see that Floyd is not a
well man. For example, when
Dolores turned eight, Floyd,
while in a drunken rage, "buggered up her insides" by performing meatball surgery in
the tool shed. To keep the
medical record a family secret,

Floyd chained Dolores to the
living room floor.
Stephen is incensed at
Floyd's cruelty and conspires
with Dolores to run away. But
when Floyd returns, through
an intellectual cat and mouse
game with Stephen, he guesses
their conspiracy. Then things
really turn strange.
More action is packed into
the 15-minute second act than
any other play which has.come
to Winnipeg in some time.
Director Gordon McCall
handles the explosive material
skillfully. The action is
coherent, and the suspense is
unrelenting—sometimes even
uncomfortable. At the start,
Harry Nelken seems to fight
his prairie accent, but he is
soon comfortable with the
dialogue, and he delivers a
knockout performance as the
deranged father. He adds a
dark, comic element, comparable to Jack Nicholson in
The Shining. Yet the brooding
tone of the play is constant,
due largely to Nelken's even
acting.
Jerry Franken is a standout
as the only sane person,
stumbling into an insane situation. He has mastered nervous
behavior, and is a joy to
watch. Renee de Villiers
sometimes tries too hard.
While it's clear Dolores is nervous around Stephen, she's
too forceful about this. It appears she is literally walking
on eggshells, which becomes
annoying after a while.
But these criticisms are
picky. Cold Comfort, by Jim
Garrard, is bold and chilling
entertainment, with fine
touches only possible in the intimate confines of the PTE,
where one is never more than
25 feet from the stage.
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Johnny Zhivago in Tower Lounge
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For you aspiring athletes
that don't have enough time or
talent for the big leagues,
RRCC has a lunch-time intramural program. So far,
teams and individuals have
competed for fun and
prizes—yes prizes—in
volleyball, flag football, badminton, and scooter hockey.
Coming up is basketball, co-ed
volleyball, and golf and softball in warmer months to
nanAien)aolli-eew t.
taking at least 50
per cent of a workload is eligible (instructors, too!) unless,
in some cases, where the
player is a member of an
organized team outside of
school.
If your idea of exercise is
walking to the cafeteria for a
coffee and a cigarette, and you
break into a sweat just thinking about lifting your textbooks from your locker,
you'll want to skip this article
If you're still reading this,
you still have a chance to learn
about getting from fatness to
fitness at Red River Community College.
And it may be just what you
need to chase away those midwinter blues.
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Equipment,

Balls, racquets, birdies and
sticks are a few of the items
that can be borrowed from the
phys-ed department.
South and north gyms,
unless previously booked, are
open to students and instructors during the day. An area
may also be reserved for an
event through the equipment
desk, except between 11:00
and 1:00, where it's firstcome, first-served.
So the next time someone
calls down your class, or if an
instructor is getting on your
back, challenge him or her to a
game in the gym.
If you're still reading this,
and nothing so far has inspired

you to change into your sweats
and sneakers, wait, there's
more.

Indoor Track.
RRCC has its very own indoor track. It's located above
the south gym. It's open all
day but traffic is usually the
heaviest at lunchtime.
Universal gym apparatus is
available also for potential
bulging beauties and beasts. In
the same area are three table
tennis tables available for use.

Clubs
And for those of you who
prefer more specialized activity, you can join one of many
clubs, including Taekwondo,
rifle shooting, and jazzaerobics. For more information on meeting dates and
times, contact the equipment
desk.
If nothing so far has appealed to you, you may as well
continue exercising your index
fingers in the video arcades.
Or you could do what one
class of Creative Communications students have.

With the various activities offered at the college, there's no
excuse not to lace up those sneakers
They take over a classroom
twice a week at lunchtime,
play fitness record tapes and
voila, their very own dance
class. The price is free and
anyone is welcome to join if
they can find the room.
(HINT: It's in the college.)
If after all this activity you
have reduced yourself to a
mass of sweating flesh and
aching muscles, there are
showers in the locker rooms.
Towels are available at the
equipment desk but please, bring your own soap.

[Don't be a l
heartbreaker
Exercise
regularly.

MANITOBA HEART
FOUNDATIO N

If you're not on your way to
the gym right now, maybe you
should realize that beach
weather is only five months
away.
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Equipment for programs is
available upon presentation of
a student card at the north
gym (that's the gym with the
huge orange sign that says
"NORTH GYM") equipment
desk. Also available are crosscountry skis for overnight and
weekend use. They are heavily
used, according to Jack Birch,
equipment manager.
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HELP YOURSELF HELP OTHERS
Following is a list of opportunities for service in the Winnipeg area compiled by the
Volunteer Centre, A United
Way agency. If you can
volunteer in one of these unpaid positions or many others
not listed here, please call the
Centre, 943-6671 (9 - 4:30)

SERVICES
VICTIM
WORKER: Mature people to
t) r+1

Winnipeg

"new romantic rock" band Johnny Zhivago played in the Tower Lounge on
February 10th and I I th.

complete a training program
and become familiar with the
criminal justice process, then
visit elderly people who are
victims of crime. Inform

seniors of services and opportunities available to them.
Provide emotional support. 1/2
to I day per week on call. Days
or evenings. Training provided.

SHORT TERM NURSING
ASSISTANT: Mature person
with ability to co-ordinate
grade 9-10 students for immunization shots i.e. line-up,
preparation, check names and
communicate with teachers.
North-west area of city. End
of March to Mid April. MonFri. 9:15 - 3:00 p.m.
A FRIEND IN NEED: Mature
ladies with genuine interest in
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The Projector welcomes all. submissions from students, which
should by typed, triple-spaced, and are subject to editing. Submissions may be dropped off at The Projector office, located in
Room AB70, Building A, under the South Gym, OR mailed to:
The Projector, Red River Community College, 2055 Notre Dame
Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3H 0J9.
For Display Advertising rates call 632-2375.
Anyone needing a reporter for an event or issue, please contact the
S.A. or Projector offices.

adolescents to provide support
and companionship to young
girls presently in a residential
home. Contact once a week
for 3 to 4 hours and develop a
caring kind of relationship, a
positive role model. Weekdays
or weekends. Commitment 6
months to one year. Car an
asset.
AcA T HOME TYPIST:
curate typing and ability to
meet deadlines, process press
releases, correspondence,
lables, etc. Type minutes of
two monthly meetings, and
assist in some aspects of promotion. Must have own
type writer.
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Intramural Report
by Roy Pollock

The men's single badminton
program has been completed
with Paul Harman emerging
as college champion. Paul
reached the finals by winning
the Industrial-Tech division.
Ian Kaspar won the Applied
Arts division.
In all, 44 men and six
women competed in the
Industrial-Tech division while
there were 14 men and 15

women in the Applied Arts
division.
The women's side has yet to
be decided due to difficulties
in scheduling.
In other intramural action,
basketball and table tennis are
in full swing. Entries will soon
be accepted for intramural
programs in co-ed volleyball,
floor hockey, curling and softball.

S.

